Long range periodic stacking ordered (LPSO) structures in magnesium alloy consist of regular arrangements of four layer height fcc structural units separated by several Mg layers paralleling to the base plane. The shear transformation of the structural units from hcp structure involves large transformation strain. This strain can be significantly accommodated by the combination of the structure units with different shears. In addition, the possible lowest elastic energy configuration in both R and H type of LPSO structure is obtained. For H type LPSO structure, the opposite shear directions (or Burgers vectors of the partial dislocations) are operated in nearest structural units, while all three types of shear directions are operated successively in the nearest structural units for R type LPSO structure. This study also intends to discuss the inter spacing between the structural units in terms of the elastic interaction. It is found the elastic interaction alone cannot rationalize the spacing between the structural units.
Introduction
Long range periodic stacking ordered (LPSO) structures in magnesium alloy containing rear earth elements (RE) and transition elements (TM) are found to be benefit for mechanical property in both of room and elevated temperature.
13) The LPSO structure is often consisting of regular arrangements of four-layer high fcc structural units separated by several Mg layers paralleling to the base plane, and the structural units usually synchronize with chemical order/ enrichment of RE and TM.
46) Furthermore, in recent study, the structure unit is proposed to be consisted of TM 6 RE 8 with L1 2 type short range order. 7) Various LPSO structures are found for different numbers of intermediate Mg layers and are named as 10H, 18R, 14H, and 24R when the Mg layers is 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 6) The typical 18R and 14H LPSO structures are shown in Fig. 1 together with the HCP structure (2H) of pure magnesium. The four-layer high structure unit is marked by a filled rectangle. The stacking order change in LPSO structure can be realized by operating a h1 100i=3 type partial dislocations, 8) which can be treated as displacive-diffusional transformation process. The shear (displacive) process should be constrained by the surrounding matrix, and the local transformation strain field due to the shear could be significant. Thus, it is necessary to consider possible strain accommodation mechanisms associated with the LPSO structures. There are various mechanisms to accommodate the transformation strain, 9) such as by diffusion mechanism as is examined in previous study. 10) It is also shown that the elastic interaction energy between structural units could be also large and serve as an another possible accommodation mechanism. In our previous study, 10) the interaction between the structural units with the same or opposite shear direction is considered. However, there are three equivalent shear directions due to the crystal symmetry to achieve the same stacking order for each fcc structural units. Therefore, there would be various combinations of the shear directions to constitute an H or R type of LPSO structure. However, the preferred shear directions or the detailed transformation mechanisms are still unknown.
In this work, the elastic interaction energy between the structural units with different shear directions will be calculated to show the low energy configuration of H or R type of LPSO structures. Furthermore, the possible inter spacing between the neighboring units will be discussed in the view of elastic interaction.
Calculation Method
The elastic interaction between structural units will be calculated by a numerical method proposed by Zhou et al.
11)
The system containing inclusions (structural units) is divided Fig. 1 Schematic structure model of 2H, 18R and 14H. One of the fcc structure unit of latter two lattice structures are marked by rectangular mask. The enrichment of RE and TM in 18R and 14H in the structure unit are highlighted with different color. The enrichment of elements inner two layers is higher than outer layers. The partial dislocations for structure changes are denoted by symbol "¦".
into many small cuboidals (called element) as shown in Fig. 2 , the elastic filed of arbitrary shaped inclusion can be calculated by superimposing the field of all the small cuboidals based on the readily elastic field solution of cuboidal element (inclusion), such as in Reference 12). The elastic field within an element is assumed to be uniform. Without external stress, the elastic field of the system is only caused by the elements containing eigenstrain (transformation strain), 13) i.e. is equal to the superposition of the fields of the elements having non-zero eigenstrain. Therefore, only the elements containing eigenstrain should be considered. The superimposition of the elastic field can be accelerated by DC-FFT (Discrete convolution and fast Fourier transformation) method which can reduce the computation complex from N 3 to N log N where N is the number of mesh point at each side. 14) In addition, the inhomogeneous problem (the elastic constant of the inclusion differs from the matrix) can be solved by an equivalent inclusion method based on the Eshelby's treatment. 11, 15) The above method is capable of calculating elastic field (strain and stress) of the system containing single and multiple homogenous/inhomogeneous inclusions.
After the elastic field is known, the elastic energy of a single precipitate in an infinite space can be calculated as 13) 
where · is the stress and ¾ is the strain with the element d+. 13) The elastic strain interaction energy (E int ) between inclusions is equal to the total energy (E total ) of the system containing all precipitates subtracts to the self-elastic energy for each inclusion (E i ), i.e. E int = E total ¹ E i . By inputting eq. (1), the interaction energy between inclusions + 1 and + 2 is
where · (1) is the stress caused by the strain ¾ (1) and · (2) is the stress caused by ¾ (2) . The inclusion, which is a structural unit, is assumed to be cuboidal shaped in this work. The cuboidal size is defined as 2a, 2b and 2c along x//[100], y//[010], z//[001] respectively, and a = b is assumed. The aspect ratio is defined as c/a. The elastic strain energy for an aspect ratio (¢ = c/a), an interspacing (D) between structural units, and shear modulus (®* = 0.3®, ®* = ®, ®* = 3®) given in the system will be calculated, where ® and ®* are the shear modulus of the matrix and structural units, respectively. The different shear modulus employed here is going to take the chemical ordering effect in LPSO structure into account. Due to the fact that magnesium is nearly elastic isotropic, 16) the system is assumed to be elastic isotropic for simplicity. The mesh size ( Fig. 2 ) along x and y axis is 32, while the z axis changes from 32 to 128 depending on the spacing between precipitates.
Results
Only the partial dislocation of 1=3h1 100i type can generate an fcc structure with four layers height in Fig. 1 . Other partial dislocation such as [0001]/2 will generate a 5 layers height fcc structure. 17) Therefore, the partial dislocation Burgers vector (Shockley type) lying on the basal plane is considered, i.e. the there is no c component with the shear direction and the transformation strain is pure shear. Moreover, the homogeneous case is considered first, i.e. first assume the precipitate has the same elastic property with the matrix.
The single structure unit and mutual interaction
The elastic energy of a single structure unit has already been shown in our previous study.
10) The elastic energy for structure units with different shear modulus increases monotonically with the aspect ratio. The elastic interaction energy between two structure units with the same shear direction is positive, while that of the structure units with opposite shear directions is negative. The latter case is energetically preferred.
However, as we know, there are three variants of the Burgers vector to achieve the same stacking order for each fcc structural units, as the shear directions S 1 , S 2 and S 3 in Fig. 3 . Thus there are three possible combinations for two neighboring structural units. In the next section, the interaction between the structural units with different shear directions will be considered.
R type LPSO structure
For the R type LPSO, such as 18R in Fig. 1 , one of the possible shear processes transforming 2H to 18R structure is that the shear directions for the three structural units are the same, i.e. ½ 1100=3. However, there are other two possible combinations of shear directions. These two combinations together with the one with same shear directions are shown in According to the interaction energy, the extreme (minimum/maximum) interaction is reached when two plates are attached to face to face, however only Pair 2 and 3 have negative interaction energy. These two combinations have the same interaction energy, because they are equivalent to each other in the crystallographic sense. Therefore, the combination of shear directions in Pair 2 and 3 is preferred. Starting from the two structural units' configuration, one can construct the possible stacking structure for R type LPSO structure. Take Pair 2 for example, the shear direction in the third structural units under the one with S 2 should be S 3 in order to minimize the elastic strain energy, because either S 1 or S 2 will cause larger interaction energy. In the lowest elastic energy configuration, three types of partial dislocation are operated successively in the nearest structural units. Any intermediated case will cause the increment of the interaction energy. Both of the highest and lowest elastic energy configurations are shown in the middle of Fig. 6 (a) and 6(b) respectively. In the highest elastic energy configuration, the structural unit has the same shear direction, thus the total shear strain is large. However, in the lowest elastic energy configuration, three types of partial dislocation as shown in the figure are operated successively so that overall transformation strain is minimized for the R type LPSO and thus the system has the lowest elastic energy.
H type LPSO structure
For the H type LPSO, such as 14H in Fig. 1 , one of the possible shear processes transforming 2H to 18R structure is that the shear directions for the two structural units are the opposite, e.g. ½ 1100=3 and ½1 100=3. Similar to R type LPSO structure, for H type LPSO structure, there are also three possible combinations for the neighboring shear direction, and are denoted as Pair 13 shown in left side of Fig. 5 . The elastic strain interaction energy between two structural units with different interspacing D along c axis is shown in the right side of Fig. 5 . According to the interaction energy, the extreme (minimum/maximum) interaction is also reached when two plates are attached to face to face, however only Pair 1 has negative interaction energy. Therefore, the combination of shear directions in Pair 1 is preferred. The minimum (negative) interaction energy in this case is twice lower than Pair 1 shown in Fig. 5 for R type structure, and it indicates that the H type other than R type LPSO may be preferred in the precipitation in terms of minimum elastic energy since the elastic field due to the transformation strain (eigenstrain) is nearly cancelled. This result is consistent with the result that 14H is dominant after prolonged aging in MgZn-Y alloy. 4) Starting from the two units, one can construct the possible stacking structure for the LPSO containing multiple structural units, and the opposite shear directions are operated in nearest structural units. Both of the highest and lowest elastic energy configurations are shown in the right of Fig. 6 (a) and 6(b) respectively. In the lowest elastic energy configuration, overall transformation strain again is minimized like R type LPSO structure. In both R type and H type LPSO structure the overall elastic strain energy is minimized (negative interaction energy) when the summation of the Burgers vector of the partial dislocation is 0. Take 14H in Fig. 6 for example, the shear directions are ½ 1100=3 and ½1 100=3, and their summation is 0. This point is consistent with the minimization of the overall transformation strain. The same situation may also happen in Al-Ag alloy with transformation from fcc to hcp structure. 18, 19) 
Discussion
The possible stacking structure of H and R type LPSO structure has been proposed based on the criterion of minimizing the interaction energy. However, there are two questions have not been resolved, one is the LPSO structure is commonly synchronized with rare earth elements, and it must change the elastic constant of the fcc structural units, then the effect of the chemical ordering should be considered, the other question is about the spacing between two neighboring structural units, so far it was found that structural units are preferred to be closest to each other for the homogeneous case. Since the interaction energy between two plates is depend on the elastic constant, plate morphology and distribution, transformation strain (eigenstrain) etc., 20) the effect of these factors will be discussed below.
Effect of modulus
The effect of the chemical ordering in LPSO structure is modeled by changing the elastic modulus of the precipitates. Figure 7 shows the elastic interaction energy between two structural units varies with the aspect ratio. The tendency is much similar in these cases. The harder is the inclusion, and the larger is the total elastic energy. The maximum interaction due to the interaction could be as large as 80% of the 2E single when the aspect ratio approaches zero. The softer is the inclusion, the interaction energy percentage is slight larger. Figure 8 shows the elastic interaction energy varies with the central distance. Again, the tendency is similar for three cases. Therefore, one can conclude that the elastic constant would not change the results deduced in section 3. However, the preferred spacing between neighbor structure units with the minimum interaction energy is still unchanged, i.e. two units with lowest interaction energy are closely attached. Hence, other factors should be considered.
Effect of the dilatational strain
As mentioned before, the formation of the structural unit in LPSO structure is synchronized with the chemical order/enrichment.
46) The chemical enrichment may cause a noticeable negative dilatational strain along the [0001] direction according to the experimental analysis. 21, 22) Therefore, both of the shear component induced by structural transformation and the dilatational component due to the chemical enrichment are taken into accounted.
In the other extreme case, if the shear strain is absent and the dilatational strains in the three axes of the inclusion are same, this case could be possible when composition modulation occurs before the structure transformation. The calculated interaction elastic energy is shown in Fig. 9(a) , the minimum interaction energy could be reached when two structural units separate by about 0.2c. When the aspect ratio c/a becomes small, the minimum is shifted to the smaller spacing, the spacing approaches zero. When the shear strain is taken into account, i.e. both shear and dilatational strain coexist, the situation is changed. As shown in the Fig. 9(b) , the negative dilatation strain ¤ changes from ¹0.1£ to ¹£ where £ is the shear component, the minimum of elastic energy with the spacing between the units is reached at zero. It means the maximum interaction energy occurs when two structural units are attached to each other. Various dilatational strain components do not change the continuous decreasing tendency of the interaction energy. Figure 9(c) shows the effect of the aspect ratio. More negative interaction energy occurs when the aspect ratio is smaller. Figure 9(d) shows the case stimulated from the experimental observation. In the case the alloy enrichment occurs before another structural unit forms in neighbor, thus one structural unit with only dilatational strain and the other with shear strain are considered in this calculation. However, interaction energy is positive in this case and it seems such a configuration is energetically unfavorable. Therefore, there are should be another kind force attractive or repulsive between two neighboring structure units, such as the chemical effect in the development of stacking of structural units in LPSO structure.
23) The phase field simulation carried out by Koyama and Tsukada 24) may shed some light on this point.
Nucleation site
In above considerations, the structure units are assumed to be of the same size. Since the stress field around the structure unit varies with the location, thus there would be some location preferred for nucleation, i.e. the interaction energy between two different size structure units is negative. Figure 10 shows the calculation results in the condition that the structure units with two different size a = 10c and a = 5c, the shear directions of the two units are same (+ +) or opposite (+ ¹), and the units separation are set in the same layer (z = 0) or stacking along c direction (z = 2c) where the geometry is defined in the inner figure of Fig. 10 . According to Fig. 10 , the preferred nucleation site for the structure unit with opposite shear directions is at the top of existing structure unit, while that for same shear directions is at the edge of the exist structure unit in the same layer. The minimum interaction energy is achieved when two units are closely attached.
Conclusions
The elastic interaction between the structural units in LPSO structure is investigated. It is shown that the interaction energy between the structural units is significant for pure shear if the aspect ratio is small, and the interaction energy could vary from positive value to negative value when the shear direction for the structural units varies. Since there are three variants of shear directions to achieve the same stacking order for each fcc structural units, various combinations of the shear directions are considered for both R type and H type LPSO structure. The lowest elastic energy configuration is obtained. The possible low energy configurations associated for the LPSO structures are (1) for H type structure, the opposite shear directions (or Burgers vectors of the partial dislocations) are operated in nearest structural units; (2) for R type structure, all three types of partial dislocation are operated successively in the nearest structural units.
Furthermore, according to the elastic energy study, the preferred nucleation site for the structure unit with opposite shear directions is at the top of existing structure unit, while that for same shear directions is at the edge of the exist structure unit in the same layer.
The effect of the elastic constant and dilatational strain due to the chemical ordering/enrichment during the formation of the structural units is considered. Both factors do not change the conclusion above when the aspect ratio is small. Therefore, the spacing between the structural units in LPSO structure cannot be rationalized only in elastic strain energy consideration. On the Elastic Accommodation Between the Structural Units in the LPSO Structures
